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組d replacemem techniques in combination with a 
high-quality. large scale. manually compiled database. 
We presem re伺1t progress on this system, CECS 
(Casual English Conversion System). 
CECS has 同ーo applications: as pre四processing on 

noisy input for autornated Natural L釦guage Processing 
tasks such as Machine Translation or Information 
Retrieval; and as a standalone system for human usぽs，

to aid non-native speakぽs' reading comprehension of 
inforrnal written English, the 註re忽llarity ofwhich may 
pose a b紅rier to their posi討ve p釘ticipation in 21 st 
C四回ry international comrnunications. 
This user 司oriented educational aspect of CECS is 

complemented by the inclusion of annotation on 
linguistic 佃d/or cultural aspects of田.ch word or phrase 
convぽted by the syst釘n. At present, the system 's 
knowledge base for text replacement is a manually 
compiled database of 912 items, although exp組sion of 
the database is cons旬副佃d regular. 

2. CECS: Casual English Conversion 
Svstem 

2.1 Sntem Overview 
The process of CECS is shown schernatic羽lly 泊

Figure 1. 

Abstract: We present functional improvernems 阻d 白e
results of an evaluation exp釘甘nent in a text proc田sing

systern, CECS (Casual English Conversion Systern). 
The purpose of CECS is to normalize the 四sual，町O子
ridden English that is 合珂uently a feature of new 
comrnunication rnedia including Internet message 
boards. blogs 司 emails ， chat applìcations , cellphone 
SMS rnessages, and services such as Twitter‘ into 
regular English. 
This paper firstly describes r民間 irnprovements

rnade to the syst釘n by the irnplernentation of a p胎酪e

matching cap油ility using a trie-type algoriιhrn. This 
al10ws 街 morεdata国se cov飼さe of slang phr沼田卸d
∞mrnon abbreviations than the previous revision、
which used a word rnatching algorithm‘釦d also 
f瀋ilitates progress towards handling word四sense

disarnbiguation (WSD) problen1s. 
The results of 即o evaluation experirnents 紅官 also

discussed in de回1. The system has been tested for 
usability as a pre四processing tool for Machine 
Translation (MT) , as wel1 as prelirninary user同based
human evaluation experirnents. Both experiments 
show prornising results, with a sharp deαease in nonｭ
translated words in 也e M T experiment，姐d a 
significant increase in self-assessed readぽ

cornpreh田sion in the human evaluation experiment. 
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Blogs ‘ Twitter 

CECS is wTﾌtten in the python prograrnming 
language. First1y, user input is tokenized ~sing a 
strict1y regular gr佃11Dar defined 泊PyParsing~， which 
defmes words and puncωation as separate tokens, and 
allows combinations. “ Main characters" are defmed as 
せle leners 合om a-z 組dA之， numbers 0・9 (血 case of 
spellings which incorporate numbers such as “'gr8" for 
"great"), and selected punctuation marks which may 
appear mid-word such as apostrophe (“don '1"), hyphen 

Figure 1: Process of CECS 

The rapid exp阻sion of lnternet use司 electronic
comrnunication and user-oriented rnedia such as social 
networking sites , blogs 釦d rnicroblogging services 
has led to an expon朗tial increase in the n間d to 
understand 伺sual wrinen English ‘ which oft四 does
not conform to rules of spelling，宮司nm紅組d
punctuation. Despite this , text normalization is 
comrnonly seen as a "messy chore" [l], and remains a 
sornewhat niche topic of res闘rch. S佃dies which 
an句npt to tackle 白is problem gen~l1y use a fully 
automated, statistical approach [2 ，3J 且 however， we 
propose that a combination of automated and manual 
techniques is a poten討ally rnore useful approach to this 
problern. Accordingly, our airn is to develop a method 
which uses autornated ωk田ization ， word matching 

1. Introduction 

ご htrp: 'Pyparsing.wikispaces.coml 
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I As this main goal of this paper is to in位。ducethe results of recent 
experimen低 adetailed review of related works is b句四dthe l匇its 
of space. Discussion of a wide range of民leyant r官se紅-chcan be 
found in 也eprevious paper [41 



(“mid-word") , and asterisk for censor avoidance 
spellings (百科*")， etc. "0由er chぽact宮rs叫 are defmed 
as a11 other ASCII characters, and whirespace and 
carriage retums are defrned separately. A token is 出us

defmed here as ei白er a word composed of main 
characters (“English word") or composed of other 
charョcters (“punctuation token"). 
Tokenized input is then passed through the database 

to frnd a match, using a trie-守pedata structure. When a 
match is found, the normalized English equivalent is 
displayed in the user interface in 白e “Output刊 pane，

and the replaced item's category 組d notes‘ where 
present, are displayed in 出e “Notes刊 pane. Tokens not 
found in the database 釘e passed through unchanged. 

2.2 Recent Improvements 
In addition to substantial database exp加sion sinぼ

出e frrst version of the system [5] , the main recent 
improvement made to the process of CECS has be四
位le addition of a 出e da句 structure (Figure 2) to enable 
phrase match匤g. The frrst version of CECS used a 
simple word-for-word replacement algorithm, which ‘ 

while alIowing sevぽal hundred vocabulary items to be 
normalized, w酪 badly limited in not pぽmitting

p加ases of two or more words to be matched 泊出E

database. This prompted a need to revise the process. 
In the new version, the database is recursively loaded 

into a 汀ie to allow easy item lookup, tokenized by the 
same tokenizer used for input. Database en出es which 
are a front-anchored subs汀ing are allowed, but full 
matches are not. Using 出is data s汀ucture. multi四word

phrase matching is enabled. Text processing is 
reasonably fast: a two thousand word text is ful1y 
searched, matched and replaced in less 白at one second. 
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Figure 2: Representation of a trie data structure 

The b四efits of implementing phrase matching into 
CECS are sign泊cant. Firstly, slang p如ases

constituting more than one word c姐 be matched in the 
database; secondly, problems regarding word sense 
disambiguation (WSD) problems within the sphere of 
casual English usage 国n be tackled for the frrst time in 
this system. When a word exists as a regular English 
word but is often used in casual EngIish to m吉田
something else, it previously could not be ent釘ed in 
the database as a single item, in case the regular 
me組ing of the word was being used. As 四 exampl乙

-lX') -
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the regular English word "bout" is commonly used as 
a short四ed form of "abouf'. Howev民 it may also be 
used in its original meaning, as the example sentences 
below show. 

Regular usage: The semi-final bout between France 
and Holland was disappointing. 

Casual usage: i dont know bout u, but i deffo want 2 c 
da footie game 2nite. (l dOIl ・t /':110'11' abol/t you. but 1 
de!�ilely want 10 see the foolball game 1Onight) 

As well as being confusing to non-native readers‘ this 
word causes problems to MT applications , which tend 
to translate it in its original meaning of "game" or 
"battleぺ rendぽing many casual English sentl四ces
di血cult to und釘stand afiぽ回nslation. W i出 phrase
matching in CECS司 common combinations of “ bout" 
which 回n onlv be used in the sense of “ about" can be 
added illto the database. Thus , pre-processing casual 
English with CECS can improve MT handling of such 
vocabulary items. Below is a section of the da切hase
田町田 containing “bout":

lnput 

bout dis 

bouth釘

bouthim 

bout it 

bout that 

bout this 

bout me 

bout vou 

care bout 

hearbout 

nothing bout 

nuffing bout 

kno bout 

know bout 

l"ormalization 

about this 

about her 

abouthim 

aboutit 

about that 

about 白is

aboutm号

about you 

care about 

hearabout 

nothing about 

nothing about 

knowabout 

knowabout 

This approach also proves useful for normalizing 
numb釘s which have been used as phonetic 
substitutions, e.g. “4"for “for'ぺ“2" for “ to" or “ too", 
etc. It would have been extremely inaccurate in the 
P偲vious version of the system to automatically convert 
all instances of the number "4" to “forへ however， in 
this vぽsion it is possible to convぽt a high numbぽ of
occurren白s corr出ly using carefully designed 
combinations. Thus. we c阻 define the rules for the 
usage of these items manually, and automatically 
conv，酎 appropriately wi也 CECS.

While this s回tegy of addressing WSD may not yet 
cov釘前向， potential possibility and usage, it is 
logical 白at the combinations used 紅官 finite and thus 
伺n be entered 泊 the database. As more data is 
collected, analyzed and more examples gathered, the 
q回lity and coverage of the database further inα時間s.

Howevぽ， if database size passes a certain point，出ere
is a risk of simply becoming a vast collection of 
separate ex組lples ， rather せlan rules. Accordingly, in 
future work on CECS , we pl加 to crl鵠te a high-quality, 

持
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effiぽtive da切base within the limits of around 町民
thousand 聞出es.

3. Evaluation E玄periment A: CECS 
Output for MT Use 

3.1 Experiment 0刊rview

One hundr号d sentences 企'Om the popular 
microbloggi時間vice Twitter' were run through two 
well-known ~e MT applications‘ Google T ransl瓜E
and Systran". The same sentences w釘宮出佃 pre
processed with CECS and run through Google 
Translate and Systran a second timε. The quality of 
the resulting translations was compar吋 by measuring 
釘ror incidence. The working language pair used was 
English to Japanese. Compared to a previous 
preliminary experiment on CECS [4] ‘ this was a rnor宅
配tailed expぽiment with a biggぽ da飽 set and two 
cl館ly defined categories of釘'Or.
of the 100 Twitter sentences ‘ 20 wer官 "known"

sentences、 i.e. ， they had been 組alyzed for error words 
and those items were pre-ent釘ed iDto the database. The 
I官maining 80 were ..凶水nown" sentences. 
The method to assess eπor incidence was as 
ゐllowed. MT eπors were counted rnanuallv in 1:¥¥10 

separate categories,“non-translated word" (“NTW") 
釦d ""VTongly translated word" (“WTW"). An NTW 
is defrned here as the MT application sirnply 
reproducing an item as rornan lett釘s or numbぽ5‘ and

not converting to Japanese at all. Numbers are only 
considered to be NTWs if they are used specifically as 
phonetic replacements for words (e.g "J /uv lt 2 " fìα7 
/ove yOll too".) A WTW is defined as a Japanese word 
that is completely semantic di質量:rent 企orn the English 
meaning. To illustrate , in the translated sentence 
below N TW 5 are undぽlined 却d WTWs are shown in 
bold text. 

Raw input: now y would u say sucha thing?! 1 make 
SURE 2 keep a c1ean house...lol! 

GoogJe MT Result : 
今χは旦{土言うスハのこと?私は、第2保持する家
を掃除する.. .笑!

3.2 E豆periment Data 
The sentences used in Experiment A were gathered 

from a 10.5 million ..仰eet" (Twitter posting) Twitter 
corpus as compiled 担d publicly released by 
Choudhury [6]. The corpus contains tweets 企orn
200司000 unique users collected betw偲n 2006 and 
2009; the 100 sentences used in our exp出ment were 
tak間企om the Septembぽ 2009 section of 由e corpus. 
The usぽ tweets used as data for this expぽiment were 
ess回tial1y selected at random, but with 也e following 
cri~出a: a) the sentence is wri江田四tireIy in English 
b) the sent田ce contains at least two "町ors" or non田

dictionary words for CECS to be tested on. 

3 ・WWw.twJtter.com 
, httpゴ泊ansla臼 google.com
, http://www.sys回net.com
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Accordingly , norトEnglish 姐d gramrnatically perfect 
sentences were discarded. 
Sentences longer 也組 30 words were split into two 

data items. Any Twitter usemames and linked URLs 
W釘'e removed 企nm 也e sent四ces prior to use in the 
expenment. 
Avぽage sentence length was 15.35 words for raw 

input, a.nd 15.99 words a食:er pre-processing with 
CECS. The slight inαease is due to the fact that some 
p加節目館活 expanded 企nm contractions or a，αonyms， 
e.g. omg becoming Oh my God, wassup becoming 
What's up , etc. 

33 Experiment Results 
The results of Evaluation Expぽ加lent A for all 

sentences are summarized in Table 1. Table 2 shows 
results only for "known" sentences (住羽ning data). 
Table 3 shows results only for "unknown" sentences 
(test data). 

Table 1: Error counts in all sentences (100) 

Raw lnput CECS Output 

NTWs* WTWs NT羽TS WTWs 

Google 
品打 2.78 1.55 0.83 0.86 
Svstran 
島汀 3.83 0.84 0.77 0.56 
A\'g・ of

botb MT 3.31 1.2 0.8 0.71 
s、 stems:

* All NTW lnon-ηanslated word) and WTW lwrongly translated 
word) coums are given ぉ an average per sentence. 

Table 2: Er・E・or counts in known sentenc回 (20)

Raw lnput CECS Output 

NTWs* WTWs NTWs 玖1T玖Is

Google 
MT 2.65 1.5 0.5 0.55 
Sv託ran

MT 3.65 0.8 0.65 0.7 
A¥"g.of 
both l¥fT 3.15 1.15 0.58 0.63 
svstems: 

*All NTW (non-回nslated word) and WTW (WTongly 首組slated

word) counts are given as an average per sentence. 

Table 3: Error counts in unknown sentences (80) 

Raw Input CECS Output 

NTWs* WTWs NTWs WTWs 
Google 
MT 2.81 1.56 0.91 0.93 
Svstrnn 
MT 3.87 0.85 0.8 0.52 
Avg.of 
both MT 334 1.21 0.86 0.76 
systems: 

*All NTW (目。百引担slated word) and WTW (wrongly 官制slated

word) counts are given as an avernge per sentence. 



As seen in all three tables , while the de江田昌e m nonｭ
translated words after pre-proc出sing with CECS 15 
sharp, the d問問ase in wrongly 官ans!ated words is 
much less sign�icant. lt c阻 be suggested 色at a 
siz儲.ble propo口ion of wrongly translated \\官ds a.re of 
r官gular dictionary words that have been mis宮田slated
due to Google Translate and Systrarド s curr四tly
limited hand1ing of WSD problems ‘ as discussed in 
Section 3 .4, and 訂e not 飽rget input for CECS. 
However句出e decrease in non-訂anslated words is 
highly notable, and this expぽiment has proven CECS 
to be useful in reducing thεamount of non-tr祖slated

words in English to Japanese machine translation of 
cas田Ilanguage.
Comparison between Table 2 叩d T ab le 3 reveals 
出at pnor en汀y in the database dramatical1y incr田ses

accuracy, as would be expected. However‘ the deα-ease 
in NTWs in Table 3 合om 3.34 to 0.86 ‘ a significant 
drop, shows that CECS' curr四t level of database 
∞V釘暗記 gives reasonable per五onnance. As the database 
is constantly updated司 this is expected to inα明記.

3.4 Discussion: Error Analvsﾎs 
As can be s配n in Tables 1 to 3 ，出e two MT systems 
had d征èrent error handling. On the whole. Systran's 
incid回ce of NTWs in raw input was signifi四ntly

higher 由加 Google Translate' s‘ but dropped to be 
slightly lowぽ than Google Translate's a食er preｭ
processing with CECS. lncidence ofWTWs was low釘
in Sys位an for both raw input and system output. It 
could be obsぽved 企om this expぽ包nent ・ s results that 
CECS is more elfective as a pre-processing tool for 
Systran, a rule-based MT application. than for Google 
Translate, a statistical MT application; at least ‘ for the 
lang国ge pair English to Jap血ese.

ln tenns of 回目es for errors in M T output, a 
significant number of NTW s resulted 企om casual or 
error vocabulary items which wぽe absent 合om 出e

database. In fact, a small number of sentences w釘官
entirely unchanged af1町 being passed through CECS , 
as all e口ur items contained werを out-of-database.
Although some of these items wぽe slang or 
abbreviations (later added to the database after the 
ex戸出nent was concluded), m叩y w釘e ザping or 
spelling eπors. This last problem could be beuer 
addressed by integr滋ing an open source spellchecker, 

such as GNU Aspellへ into a 白turevぽsion ofCECS. 
Another cause of ぽTors ， again mainly in the NTW 
回tegory ， was the occurrence of named entities in the 
input such as a p釘son'5 name, product‘ org姐ization

or other body. Famous place names 組d common 
Westem names were usually 汀anslated into coπ'ect 

Katakana
7 equivalen岱， but nicknames , non-English or 

rare English names, as well as most products 如d
brand names often appeared as NTWs除 A possible 
solution to this would be the future implementation of 
a Web mining function, searching large knowledge 
collections such 回 Wikipedia

o

for definirion of the 

• http九spell.netl
Japanese syllabic alphabet, primarily used for foreign words 

8 www.wikipedia.org 

一円~-

named entity. This could be given as a linked URL in 
the system output. 
The main cause of WTWs was WSD problems, 

where a word with more than one meaning was 
translated incorrectly for the context. This OCCUfI吋
bo也 with cas田1 English vocabulary items and regul釘
dictionary English words, indicating that Google 
Translate and Sy町an are currently not ful1y able to 
tackle the complex issue ofWSD. 
An example of a successfully normalized sentence 

from Experiment A is shown below. NTWs are 
immediately obvious even to a non-Japanese r'田dぽ.

Raw input: 4 yr old went 2 her first funeral. Asked me 
"Grandma when U die, wil1 U invite me 2 UR funeral & 
C釦 I sit on 白e front seat?" 1 said "yes" 

Google Translate: 4 yrは、古し、2彼女の最初の葬儀

を行った二私質問"おばあちゃんは、 υが死ぬ、 urま2
ウルの葬儀&11玄、前の座席に座ってすることができ

ます私を招待のだろうか')"私は言った"はい"

おTWs: 7 (yr, 2句 U ， U ， 2，&勾 1)

WTWs: 1 (ウル from input "UR"') 

Systran : 4 yr oldは2彼女の最初葬式行きました u

が死ぬ場合私;二「祖母額まれて、 UIま私を2 URの葬

式誘いましたり及び前の座席で置かれることができ
ま寸私かJ ェを私は r I弘、」言いました

?、;rws: 7 (yr, oJd, 2, U，む‘ 2， UR) WTWs: 0 

S)・stem output: 4 year old went to her first funeral. 
Asked me "Grandma when you die, wil1 you invite me to 
your funeral and can 1 Sil on the 合onl seat?" 1 said "yes" 

Google Translate: 4歳の彼女の最初の葬儀に行きま

した二私"おばあちゃんが死んで、あなたの葬式に、
私を招待し、私!ま前の座席に座ることができるか ')01

手ム:土言った"はい"
~nvs: 0 WTWs: 0 

Svs汀an: 4歳児:土彼女の最初葬式に行きました。 死

ぬ場合私;こ「但母額まれて、あなたの葬式に私を誘

い、前の座席で置かれることができます私かJ c を

私:ま「はし、」言いました

~TWs: 0 WTWs: 0 

As 出is sentence used only casual vocabulary ﾏtems 
aJr，悶dy in the database, NTW occ悶悶1田 was reduced 
significantly. WTW incidence was originally low or 
non-existent. Note 出at the numbers wぽe normalized 
correctly: “ 4" was unchanged, as it reたrred to the age 
of ゐur， but "2叫 W酪 changed to “ to" using the 
database 田町“2 ur" = "to your'¥ 

4. Evaluation E玄periment B: CECS 

Output for English Learners 

4.1 Experiment 0刊rview

S ix days after Experiment A was comp leted, a second 
exp釘iment was conducted over a period of five days. 
Expぽiment B is the frrst aUempt to assess CECS with 
h凶n剖 evaluators. Ten learnぽs of English between the 



Table 4 shows a clear increase in sentence 
compぼhension at a11 levels , but the d沼町nce is most 
sign巡回nt at the Basic level. This fact suggests that 
CECS may be most useful for lower-intermediate 
leamers ofEnglish. 
When understanding was rated as less than 5 。

evaluators were asked 10 gi官官 reason(s). Figures 3 釦d

4 show the proportion of all r開sons giv田 by a11 
p副icip釦ts. Note that p副icip組ts g肝E 阿oor せrree

reasons for some sentences, and one or none for others. 

ages of 23 佃d 64 (9 evaluators WèI苦 Ja戸B応仁 1 was 
Chinese) compl巴ted two questionnaires. ín 活hich the)・

were asked to assess 出eir undersrandin12. of ~O 
sentences. The frrst questionnaire used raw input t� 
the sentences, and the second questionnaire used Lhe 
same sentences af訟r processing b~・ CECS. :¥0 
particip組ts wぽe allowed to see 白e co汀号cred sentences 
until they had subrnitted the frrst questionna民.
Rankings w間 made on a five-point semantic 

di伽-ential scale, as follows: 

vou Question: How much of the sent田ce c釦

阻止ぉtand?

1. None at all 2. A little 3. Some 4. Most 5. AlI Cont<宮t

29% 

Evaluators were also asked to give a reason for why 
出ey could not understand part or all of each sentence. 
They were given three choices: vocabulary , grammar 
and context. Atせibu也19 more 白釦 one reason to 
failing to understand a sentence was possible. 

Evaluators were also asked to assess their level of 
English cornprehension on a scale of 1 (児ry basic) to 5 
( excellent). 

Figure 3: Reasons for Non-comprehension (Raw 
Input) 

4.2 Experiment Data 
The 20 s叩rences used in the human evaluation 

E叉Pぽ加lent were taken 会orn Expぽirnent A. unchanged 
They wぽ'e selected randornly 合orn the group of 80 
“unknown刊 S開tences、 in order to test database 
coverage objectivel)人

Context 
29% 

Figure 4: Reasons for Non-comprehension (System 
Output) 

While vocabulary was the main problern in over ha1f 
of cases in raw input senten問s，出is proportion was 
slightly reduced in system output s阻tences. The 
propo出ons do not show a 命沼町 change ， al也ough 由e
balance between a11 也ree 回uses for non-comprehension 
is rnore equal in the system output results. Vocabulary 
rernains the rnain r，田son for non-cornpreh叩sion;
however，也is rnay be attributed to non-cornpreh田sion
of di血.cult "regulぜ， English words as wel1出

rernainingeηor words in senten∞s not corrected by the 
system. lt should be noted that Figw右 3 shows the 
proportions of 228 s叩arate p紅白ipant 組swers，
whぽ錫s Fi伊江e 4 is of 146 皿swers. This drop rl品目ts
the 色.ct 也at the number of 11開so出 given for non同

cornpI油田sion fell as compreh叩sion inσ田sed.

4.3 Experiment Results 
First‘ the participants' English cornpreh田sion self 

evaluation results were as follows. Tlrree people rated 
themselves as 2 (Basic). four people rated themselves 
as 3 (Fair), and three people rated themselves as 4 
(Good). None of the evaluators rated their English at 
either extrerne 間d of the scale (l and 5). 

Overall , av釘age understanding of the 20 sentences 
increased by exactly one sernantic diífer田tial point: 
evaluator cornprehension of 出e sentences avぽaged at 
2.89 for raw input, on the low side of "Some" on the 
sernantic scale‘組d 3.89 for systern output‘ or slightly 
lower th釦“Most" on the semantic scale. As the 
evaluator's level of English reading ability could be 
S問n to have a s甘ong influence on ∞rnprehension 
levels, Tables 4 shows the results grouped by 
participants' self-assessed English comp問h佃sion
level. 

U 

た

Level ヲ Level 3、 Level 4 

English English English 
(Basic) (Fair) (Good) 

Reader 
unders飽nding: 1. 53 キ 3.26 3.88 

Raw input 

R田田dadz音色阻ding: 2.93 4ユ 1 4.53 

System output 

Table 4 

*Reader understanding is given as an a，'er且ge of 温品目路 IDade on 
a semantic differe日tial scale of 1 ・5.τ\'bere 5 Ì5白llcompr油田Slon.
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common vo回bulary omissions would be useful in 
伽thcoming updates to 出e CECS data加se.

4.4 Error and Human Feedback AnaJHお
Several s四回目sw昨 not completely nonnalized. as 

仕le sample came 金om unknown data: many error items 
were not 泊 CECS database. An ex個lple of a panially 
corrected s佃tencefrom ExperﾌDlent B is as follows: 

We have presented recent improvem田ts made to a 
text normalization syste乱 and the resuIts of two 
exp出ments. Both the Machine Translation-based 
exp釘台nent 姐d human evaluation-based expぽiment

showed positive results , with a significant reduction in 
non-tr祖slated words in the former, and a notable 
irnprovement in r回dぽ cornpぼ:hension in the !atter 誠ぽ
pre聞processing Twitter sentences with our system. 
Human evaluator feedback emphasized both the 
usefulness and n民d for 也is system, and gave us ideas 
食)ffuture improvements. 
We considぽ that the main tasks hereafter wil1 be the 

ongoing expansion of the database, and developing the 
system with additional techniques such as the 
integration of 佃 open-source spellchecking tool ぬr
d田ling with a wider range of spelling errors, and the 
implemen匂tion of a Web mining algorithm for access 
to a wider knowledge base. 

5. Conclusion 

Raw input: Gr8 Idrs surround themselves ¥¥�others who 
compensate 4 白eirweeknesses. Who r u 釦口"Oundedby? 

System output: Great ldrs sUITound themselves wi註l
others who compensate 4 their weeknesses. Who are you 
mπ"Ounded by? 

Due to the fact that some vocabulary items, 
particularly "ldrs"' (leaders) which is the subject of the 
first sentence, were not converted, several evaluators 
assigned a low score to 出is sentence even after pre.両
processing with CECS. An example of a more 
succes品II conversion is as follows: 

Raw input: B4 u run, u need 2 walk, b4 walking u need 2 
crawl 

System output: before you run, you need to walk. before 
walking you need to crawl 
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的en there are missing words. it is ve7}' dijJ�cult to 
understand the senlence. especia伶 ifthesubject is 
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Comments 企'om evaluator吉 wer官 illuminating in 
tぽms of identぜying future ar'悶S of improvement tìぽ
CECS. Particularly, the problem of missing 
punctuation and words is a non舟ivial issue司 which
also 回used significant prob加ns to the 1¥¥"0 M T 
systems seen in ExperﾌDlent A. It c姐 be considered 
白at using the phrase matching capability to address 
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